NAME OF COLLECTION: Vladimir Vladimirovich SAKHAROV Papers

SOURCE: Purchase, 1954 & 1961

SUBJECT: Russian Art; Emigration -- France

DATES COVERED ca. 1920-1950 NUMBER OF ITEMS ca. 4000

STATUS: Cataloged: x Listed: x Arranged: x Not organized: 

CONDITION: 

LOCATION: Library: 

CALL-NUMBER: Ms Coll/V.V. Sakharov

DESCRIPTION: Papers of Vladimir V. Sakharov ( - ), art historian. The collection consists of correspondence, manuscripts, an enormous number of notecards (that were collected over a twenty-year period for a proposed Slovar' russkikh khudozhnikov) and several dozen notebooks containing entries to which the cards refer. There is correspondence from Eugène Fabergé, including information about the Fabergé dynasty of jewelers. Sakharov's manuscripts include essays devoted to Ivan Bilibin, M. V. Rudal'tsov, Marie Bashkirtsev, Nikolai Globa and V. E. Borisov-Musatov, among others. The cards containing information on artists are arranged alphabetically by artist and contain references to specific notebook entries. There are also bibliographic cards containing citations of articles on art in Russian and other languages. These are arranged by author, Vladimir Stasov predominating. As far as possible, the notebooks have been retained in the order designated by the cards. Many notebooks are devoted to a particular artist or genre (Alvazovskii, Repin, Iskusstvo XVI Veka) while others are simply designated by color and number (Belaia tetrad' No. 3), letter (Tetrad' A), number (Tetrad' 1) or not titled at all. In addition, there are two sets of very large notebooks which seem to belong to another series. These have been labeled "large notebooks - brown" and "large notebooks - green". There are a few photographs of artists (notably a 1939 photograph of Globa) and photographic reproductions of works by Bakst, Benois and Lukin among others. The collection contains approximately continued on verso SCS 4-81
100 exhibition catalogues dating from 1915 to 1940 and primarily relating to the exhibitions of Russian emigre artists in Paris. There are also four issues of *Illiustrirovannaja Rossija* and some clippings dealing with Russian emigre artists.

**V.V. SAKHAROV BOX LIST**

**Box 1. Correspondence; Manuscripts**

Catalogued Correspondence - Fabergé, Eugène

Unidentified Correspondence

Manuscripts

- Bibliographic Notes
- Ivan Nikolaevich Bilibin
- Kratkii istoricheskii ocherk Turgenevskago obshchestva russikh artistov v Parizhe
- M. P. Latri
- M. V. Rundal'tsov
- Marie Bashkirtsev
- Miscellaneous Notes - 3 folders
- Mysli i vstrechi iz dnia v den' - Dekabr' 1932-oktiabr' 1941
- Mysli i vstrechi iz dnia v den' - Oktiabr' 1941-dekabr' 1941
- Mysli i vstrechi iz dnia v den' - Ianvar' 1942-

**Nikolai Globa**

- Nikolai Leont'evich Benua
- Sotsial'noe ravnovesie chelovechestva
- V. E. Borisov-Musatov
- Untitled Manuscript

**Boxes 2-6. Cards on Artists**

Note: These boxes contain cards with information on artists and references to collections containing their works as well as to articles about them. They are alphabetically arranged by artist, according to the Latin alphabet.

2. A-G

3. I-L

4. M-P

5. R-Shch

6. T-Zh

**Box 7. Bibliographic Cards**

Note: These cards contain bibliographic entries to works in Russian and other languages about Russian art. References to articles by Vladimir Stasov are most numerous. They are alphabetically arranged by author.
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Boxes 8-15. Notebooks

8. Aivazovskii, Vereshchagin
Grafiki - 2 folders
Ikonopis' domskovskago perioda
Iskusstvo XVI veka
Katalog vystavki Surikova v 1937 godu
Khudozhniki modernisty
Khudozhniki parizhskoi gruppy
M. M. Antokol'skii
Maliutin, Ostroumova-Lebedeva, Rerberg, Bogaevskii et al.
Muzei
Ostroumova-Lebedeva, Kustodiey

9. Repin - 2 folders
Serebro
Serebro-Ikonopistsy
Stroganovskaia ikona
Suzdal icons
Vrubel', Bakst, Lansere, Serov, Rerikh, et al.
1935-1936
1936 - 3 folders

10. Belaia tetrad' 3
Krasnaia tetrad' 1
Oranzhevaia tetrad' 1-3
Rozovaia tetrad' 1
Siniaia tetrad' 2-7

11. Zelenaia tetrad' 6, 9, 13, 14, 15
Zheltaia tetrad' B, 9, 15
Tetrad' A, B, V

12. Tetrad' 1, 5, 7
Untitled 1-7

13. Large Notebooks-Brown I-II

14. Large Notebooks-Brown III-IV

15. Large Notebooks-Green

Box 16. Photographs; Reproductions of Paintings; Printed Materials

Photographs

Reproductions of Paintings

Unidentified
Bakst
Benois
Globa
Kalmakov
Lukin
18-19th Century
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16. Continued

Exhibition Catalogues

Undated
1915-1919
1920-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935
1936-1940

Iliustrirovannaya Rossiia - 4 issues

Clippings

Miscellaneous Printed Materials